AFTER   EVEREST
ing that he should not be moved. I know, too, that this'
was the expression of a real trust and friendship they had
for him. In all the place, there was no man more popular
than this doctor, whose great-grandfather would have had •
to run away if one of these same men had come anywhere
near him. There is only one power on earth that could have
caused this transformation—the power of Him who made
Himself of no reputation, and took the form of a servant
to show us that all men are equal in the sight of God.
Centuries of Hinduism, in spite of their great mystics,
have never given the untouchable a chance. Yet, give him
a few years of Christianity, and he not only has a chance, but
is enabled to make the most of it. Not only does he have
an opportunity for social uplift, but the means for develop-
ing a character. It is not that Hinduism is bad in itself/
Some of the greatest sages of the world have been Hindus ;
some of the greatest religious literature in the world has
come from the Hindus. Some of the stories of Hindu
mythology are finer far than many of those in the Old
Testament. Rama is a far finer character than Jacob, and
Sita or Savitri have few peers in ancient Jewish literature.
But there are two great differences. In the Old Testament
evil is reckoned as evil, and not merely (as often in Hindu-
ism) taken for granted as the ordinary way in which things
are done. Secondly, Hinduism is incomplete, just as are
Judaism and Islam. It is only in the New Testament that
we find that part of our faith which satisfies and uplifts
and gives us peace and power.
Though some of the legends of Vishnu's incarnations are
beautiful stories, yet they are continually mixed up with
human failings and even sins ; the gods are made to use
their supernatural powers, with motives which are some-
times mean, and methods which are often deceitful. Fine
though may be the devotion, and high the ideal, of some
of the Indian sages, yet this background is bound to have
its effect, just as the background of Old Testament legend
so often warped the thought of the disciples until they had
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